HINENGGE RELEASED

Support Local Music!

- Latin, Brazilian and vocal Jazz with Chamorro and Pop elements
- Original music, Jazz and Chamorro standards
- Patrick’s piano playing at his most intimate
- Homegrown and locally produced entirely in Guam!

Patrick Palomo & Tradewinds

have released their first album in over 10 years entitled “Hinengge.” It’s available wherever you get your music: iTunes, Amazon, Google Play Music, Spotify, CDBaby, Pandora, Shazam, etc. Compact Discs will be available soon.

Showcasing the maestro with rising artists in Tradewinds

This album has something for everyone with it’s blend of latin, brazilian and pop music refreshingly expressed as only Patrick and Tradewinds can—contemporary and intimate, invigorating and emotional and every part remaining “local”. Pat has been able to achieve his vision of a jazz trio based album infused with Chamorro and English lyrics—even some Portuguese!

Rising stars of Tradewinds

Joining Pat on this album is his current band made up of

- Jonathan Glaser—bass, guitar, vocals
- Andrew Gumataotao—vocals
- TJ Hubert—drums
- Shannon McManus—vocals, guitar, shaker
- Special musical guests include Aprile “Minji” Kim on violin, Siobhon McManus with backing vocals and Dave Santos on percussion.

A Great Opportunity to support local music and the arts!

Please pick up your copy today. For more information, please contact any of us below: Pat Palomo: 482-2009, Ed Ulloa: 777-8700, Shannon McManus: 685-9384 or Andrew Gumataotao: 727-2792

Thank You!!

June 22, 2018

“This record sounds like what balutan tastes like. Like I feel taken care of after listening to this…”

-Micah Manaitai

June 22, 2018


1. SOUDA 3. IN A MELLOW TONE 5. APA NAALAO 7. THERE’S A PLACE IN MICRONESIA 9. KENDERIK 11. MANGO TANGO 13. NIGHTED IN SAN JOSÉ 15. DINDI
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